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Stabled in Barn H Box 320 Near Wall 
 
 
A BAY FILLY 
(IRE) 
May 31st, 2021 
(third foal) 

      

Tirwanako (FR) 

    
Sin Kiang (FR) 

    Fabulous Dancer (USA) 
Simple Simone (FR) 

Alhena (FR) 

 

Kaldoun (FR) 
Mira Ceti (FR) 

Whatey's Look (IRE) 
(2007) 

 

Pierre (GB) 

 

Sadler's Wells (USA) 
Reprocolor 

Promalady (IRE) 

 

Homo Sapien 
Bridget Folly 

E.B.F. Nominated.       IRE Qualified 
This filly is unbroken and will be driving in long reins by time of Sale. Sold with Veterinary 
Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale.) 
 
1st Dam 
WHATEY'S LOOK (IRE): unraced; Own sister to BALLYAGRAN (IRE); dam of one 

winner from 1 runner and 4 foals; 
WHATEYS QUEST (IRE) (2018 g. by Quest For Peace (IRE)): winner over hurdles at 

6 years, 2024. 
Talacre Sands (IRE) (2020 g. by Sandmason (GB)): unraced to date. 

She also has a 2-y-o filly by Tirwanako (FR). 
 
2nd Dam 
PROMALADY (IRE): unraced; dam of two winners from 4 runners and 9 foals; 

BALLYAGRAN (IRE) (g. by Pierre (GB)): 5 wins, £97,832: winner of a N.H. Flat 
Race at 5 years and placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles and £19,912 and 
placed 3 times and 2 wins over fences at 6 years and £71,454 inc. Kilbegnet 
Novice Chase, Roscommon, Gr.3, placed 4 times inc. 2nd Galway Plate H. Chase, 
Galway, Gr.1 and 3rd Kerry National H. Chase, Listowel, Gr.1; also winner of a 
point-to-point at 4 years. 

SALPIERRE (IRE): placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 4 years; also 5 wins over 
hurdles and £16,025 and placed twice. 

Bossybratz (IRE): unraced; dam of a PTP winner: 
Sullivans John (IRE): winner of a point-to-point. 

Next Best Thing (IRE): unraced; dam of winners and a PTP winner: 
PORTWAY FLYER (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also 3 wins 

over hurdles at 5 years and £13,380 and placed twice and winner over fences 
and £35,528 and placed 3 times. 

OUR IDIC BOY (IRE): winner over hurdles and placed once over fences, 2022. 
Vals Dream (IRE): unraced; dam of a winner: 

Casino Markets (IRE): 4 wins, £49,392: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 
years; also winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed twice and 3 wins over 
fences and £38,290 and placed 7 times inc. 3rd Silver Trophy H. Chase, 
Cheltenham, Gr.2; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 years. 

 
3rd Dam 
BRIDGET FOLLY: placed once at 3 years; dam of one winner from 3 runners and 6 foals; 

LOOKINGFORARAINBOW (IRE): 12 wins and £77,313 and placed 35 times. 
 

4th Dam 
PERSIAN MOURNE: ran a few times; dam of six winners from 8 runners and 9 foals inc.; 

Standing Ovation: winner at 3 years and placed 3 times inc. 2nd Mooresbridge S., 
Curragh, L.; dam of winners inc.: 
CROWDED HOUSE (IRE): 2 wins, £25,803: winner at 3 years and placed 

twice; also winner over hurdles at 3 years and £22,272, Dennys Juvenile 
Hurdle, Leopardstown, L., placed twice, 2nd Triumph Hurdle, Cheltenham, L. 
and 3rd Bookmakers Hurdle, Leopardstown, L. and placed twice over fences. 

Grand Applause (IRE): winner over hurdles at 3 years and placed 8 times inc. 
3rd Summit Junior Hurdle, Lingfield, L. and placed 3 times over fences. 

CHESTER TERRACE: 2 wins: winner at 2 years and placed 7 times; also winner 
over hurdles at 6 years and placed twice. 

 


